RISK OF IMPLANT FAILURE IN
PATIENTS WITH BRUXISM
LITERATURE REVIEW
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INTRODUCTION AND
D OBJECTIVE
Bruxism is defined as a repetitive activity of the masticatory muscles, involving teeth grinding, clenching or contraction of the muscles without dental
contacts [1]. This activity has harmful consequences for teeth, periodontal structures, muscles and skeletal structures. It is thought that bruxism may cause
occlusal overload in rehabilitations with implants, which may lead to implant fracture or bone loss resulting in implant failure. Thus, bruxism is considered by
1

many, a risk factor that reduces implant’s rate of success [2].
The aim of this review is to evaluate the existence of a relationship between bruxism and the risk of implant failure, by fracture or loss of osseointegration.
The PICO question was defined as: “Does implant placement in patients with bruxism represents a higher risk of implant failure (loss of osseointegration or
implant fracture), in comparison with patients without bruxism?”

MATERIALS AND METHODS
An electronic search was conducted in November of with the keywords“(bruxism OR
clenching) AND (implant fracture OR implant failure OR implant survival OR implant
mechanical complications)” on the databases PubMed, Cochrane Database of Reviews e
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The results of this review don’t prove, without a doubt, the relation between bruxism and an increased risk in implant failure.
Despite the fact that several studies presented a higher risk of implant failure within the studied population, keeping in mind the limitations of the same studies,
the authors remain cautious in presenting definitive conclusions.
The heterogeneity of conclusions within the different studies may be linked to various factors, as the study design, the variety in analysis of available evidence
and diagnosis criteria for bruxism in each study.

CONCLUSION
There is still a lot of controversy about the relation between
bruxism and implant failure.
More prospective studies, with less bias, are needed to answer
this question.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
The possible association between implant failure and bruxism
requires a detailed diagnosis of the existing parafunction in order
to establish proper management of the problem during and after
the rehabilitation treatment.
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